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Georgina BROWN

Georgie has an eye for precision,
portraying finer details many
would miss. Her work this year has
celebrated the beauty of food and
its organic form. She has found 
inspiration by mixing something 
seen as a daily routine, with that of 
childhood nostagia, executed via the 
art of papercraft. 

georgiebrownillustration.tumblr.com



Matt CUSS

Attempting to merge aspects of 
illustration and graphic design, Matt 
conjures up immersive worlds and 
thought-provoking ideas, whether they 
take the form of individual concepts and 
symbolism or the visualisation of dream 
worlds and myths straight from the 
imagination.

www.mafroo.tumblr.com



Laura EEDY

pri.va.cy 1a being private and undisturbed. 
b right to this. 2 freedom from intrusion or 
public attention.

The Oxford Dictionary of Current English. Edited by 
Della Thompson. Oxford University Press. 1992

This year Laura has explored the theme 
of privacy (and the invasion of it) 
through drawing, photography and print. 
Contrasting and exposing privacy in a 
public context has been Laura’s recent 
focus following her dissertation enquiry 
into illustration as a weapon of mass 
communication.

www.laura-jane-eedy.tumblr.com



Calvin EVANS

Calvin’s area of interest is based around
shamanism and tribal art. Shamans enter 
altered states of consciousness in three 
stages, culminating in a trance in which 
they adopt animal form in order to interact 
with the spirit world. Tribal communities 
that appear to have this fascinating 
connection with the world around them 
are dying out. 

Calvin believes it’s important to
understand their way of life and his
work is a contemporary approach to our
understanding of their world.

www.calvinevans.co.uk



Ed FAIRBURN

Ed combines paint with pencil on an array of surfaces, 
focusing on details that might not matter to most. 
The majority of his work is figurative, and so through 
studies of the human form he explores the physical 
patterns, regularities and irregularities that occur from 
person to person. Part of his goal has always been to 
achieve a true likeness, but in recent years that has 
become less important. He now spends a considerable 
amount of time thinking about his work, as well as 
actually doing it. Both ‘concept’ and ‘context’ are a key 
part of everything he produces, a change brought on 
by the unusual desire to mail his work, or rather, turn 
his work into mail.

www.edfairburn.com



Lucy FREEGARD

Lucy’s aim is to use illustration as a 
vehicle for communication in order to 
make culturally specific stories more 
accessible to a wider audience. During 
her final year, Lucy has illustrated 
various Japanese fairy tales aimed at 
western children. She now plans to 
write and illustrate her own stories 
that provide gentle introductions to 
other cultures. 

www.lucyfreegard.com



Jen GOSSMAN

“ now high, now low, now master 
up, now miss, and he himself one vile 
antithesis”.

 Alexander Pope.

Jen uses the grotesque and the 
obscene, the historical and the folkiness 
of creatures like the mythical trickster 
trope, using detail and flow to highlight 
the undertones of assumed perfection 
in our culture and its depraved roots.  

“ Anti-modernity is possibly more 
complex than what it rejects; in any 
case it is blunter, more brutal, and more 
cynical “.

Peter Sloterdijk

jengossmanillustration.wordpress.com



Omi HERMITAGE

Omi likes to play and be playful; to 
document, record and explore; to 
collect, hoard and make. She likes to 
raise a smile, to play up to a cheeky, 
mischievous side; to be curious and 
blunt. Omi’s work adopts a frank, 
satirical joviality towards
the physical and the everyday.

www.omihermitage.com



Amelia JUDD

‘to the forest, we are waiting for you’

Amelia’s whimsical outlook is reflected 
in her work. She feels her work is 
usually at its best when created with 
a narrative in mind. She likes to write 
and illustrate her own stories. Themes 
within her work are romance, nature, 
love, death and isolation. She wants to 
create a dark world beautifully.

ameliarosejuddillustration.wordpress.com



Ellen LEBER

Ellen responds to existing narratives 
and transforms them into new ones that 
intrigue and question the spectator. She 
suggests and makes hints with the use 
of composition, colour and character 
presence. 

www.ellenleber.com



Sophie McGINNIGLE

NEOTENY – “The retention of 
juvenile characteristics in adult life; 
paedomorphosis” 

The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary 
on Historical Principles, edited by Lesley 
Brown, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1993

www.SMIllustration.tumblr.com



Emma Lilian MARTIN

“The world is steeped in good taste and 
ignorance pasted together.” 

Aphorisms, Francis Picabia

Emma is influenced by poetry, 
contradiction, revolution and mistakes 
within life.

www.yuppidge.blogspot.com
www.emmamartin.tumblr.com



Lauren NICHOLAS

“Thus the house is not experienced 
from day to day only, on the thread of 
a narrative, or in the telling of our own 
story . . .” Bachelard, 1958

Lauren is interested in the worlds that 
we create for ourselves, the objects 
that one collects, the stories they tell 
and we believe in.

www.lauren-nicholas.com



Joe NORRIS

To Joe the relationship between 
Literature and Illustration is one of 
vast importance. Its significance is 
not only relevant to the revival of 
valuable commodities such as the 
short story, but also to the wellbeing 
of modern society, for it retains the 
ability to answer in clear and unadorned 
language the burning questions that lie 
inside us, that we may not have known 
existed. 

cargocollective.com/joenorrisillustration



Jasmin ODELL

Jasmin’s work explores relationships 
between architecture and the natural 
environment: the two are sometimes 
held in contrast, sometimes blended 
together seamlessly. Both are a 
constant source of inspiration.
Jasmin believes that colour can 
change an image instantly, and this 
is something that plays a big part in 
her work. An interest in structure 
and geometry has led to highly 
observational work that has its focus 
on position within the environment, 
finding lines, patterns and shapes that 
resemble organic forms, or man-made 
urban constructions.

www.jasminodell.com



Dan PETERSON

Dan has a passion for reportage illustration 
and a fascination in war art. This led to a 
tour in Helmand, Afghanistan as a war artist 
embedded with the Biritsh Army at the end 
of 2011. He has also worked on political 
reportage, portraiture and cartoons. Drawing 
so much from life adds a real world feel to his 
fictional and concept work.

www.danpetersonillustrator.co.uk



James SWAIN

James takes inspiration from unusual 
and interesting ways of storytelling. He 
explores the structure of the narrative 
and how it affects the final presentation, 
be it still or moving images. He favours 
screen print and delicate ink work to 
create visually compelling narratives.

www.jamesswainillustration.com



Rachel WALSH

Rachel’s work this year has revolved 
around books. She has been looking at the 
beneficial powers books have to offer and the 
attachments we create to them, as well as 
exploring the book as a physical object in its 
own right. She has been creating book covers, 
experimenting with book art, and producing 
literature inspired work. Her works tends 
towards detail, giving viewers lots to look at 
and therefore plenty to think about. 

www.rachelwalsh.co.uk



Jake WARD

Jake’s work reveals a keen eye for 
detail; a striving for a unique visual 
language and perfection in every line. 
These drawings involve great patience 
and often take days to complete. 

Jake has experience in apparel design 
and also enjoys creating books covers 
and editorial work. He believes that 
versatility and constant growth are 
key to generating new and exciting 
illustration work.

‘The devil is in the details’

www.jakewardillustration.com
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